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What is our project made for and what we 
are sloveing
Our project is made for protecting the stars from dying 
out and having more light from the moon and the stars 
our project is a thing where is can save most of the stars 
from dying out because of street lights or very large 
lights going up into the sky.

    Stars Street light (old way)



What is our project plan
Our plan was to make a light with a covering not facing 
the sky and that stars to keep it safe also making the 
shade or any light heading to the sky so the stars won't 
get hurt to star dying out. So if we do that the stars will 
be less hurt in the night sky.

The light bulb 
were using

The project had glass first 
but we changed it to 
plastic because it was 
less clear and light would 
not be seen only the view 
of light would be seen.



Our research
Our research is we were looking for a light bulb that can work with our light pose 
and we found one we also needed to look for glass but we did not use glass then we 
kept looking because we needed to look for a stand for our project but we used a 
custom small stand we also know we needed these things because the light bulb 
needed wires and the stand had be holding the top and also the wires to the light 
bulb we know we needed this stuff and it worked for it because the light was going 
to be for the light for the road and the top part was going to face the bottom of the 
ground which was the glass lid but now its placstick

The light bulb we 
used because we 
used this than a 
spin light bulb

The stand we could be 
lookin for and could 
have used but we used 
a small stand that we 
made The glass lid we 

could has used 
but we used 
plastic instead



What went wrong
So we tried making long with a tube but it did not work 
so we sticked with being short and adding small stubs 
so it can stand we do not have photos of went wrong but 
what mostly went wong was we added plastic and that 
did not work so we used foggy plastic and that worked 
but motley we tried tape and everything kept falling so 
we used hot glue to help it all.



What went right
What went right was when we were glueing the made solar 
panel nothing went wrong or fell part which is good because 
we used wires and a light bulb that worked and it did not go 
on fire or spark at us witch was really good for our project we 
also added a solar panel on top so it can save energy without 
using power.



What our project does overall
Our project does something to the sky, the propose is to 
protect the stars so the stars won't be hurt or die out 
because of all the street lights we have that are hurting the 
stars the street lights have a large light that faces the sky 
witch where the stars are but our new light we made helps 
to not make that happened

New street light
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